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DESCRIBETHE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Rectangular in plan, the single-naved barrel vaulted church consists of four 
bays and th^presbyterium. These bays are visually and structurally separated 
by arches wlitiih on the inside appear only in slight relief as arches and pilasters, 
but which in~~txie exterior express their full force in the form of massive 
buttresses. The intermediate walls between these diminish in thickness as they 
ascend in height, giving the lateral facades an interesting rhythm which is 
contained at the presbyterium or East end by the sacristies and at the atrium or 
west bay by the rectangular volume of the choir balcony. Each lateral facade 
presents one door without any ornamentation, and three clerestory windows (one per 
intermediate bay) which internally punch through the barrel vault thus relieving 
the visual weight of the interior structure.

The front or west facade presents the most interest and is a two-story, three- 
bay composition with scarce ornamentation. The lower story has been altered and 
the pilasters and entablature have been devoided of the traditional order it once 
possessed. Above it, the composition is softened by the details of small Tuscan 
capitals and a somewhat flat and disorganized entablature. The center bay 
provides all the openings, which consist of a^rectangular door, with a small arched 
window on the second story. Above it is a belfry of provincial baroque flavor, 
containing two bells within a single open arch.

The other end or east shows a presbyterium narrower than the nave, and thtis 
having a lower vault which springs from an applied entablature similar to the one 
which sorrounds the interior of the nave. On each side of the presbyterium are 
low sacrist^fc structures which were both originally individually domed. However, 
one of these } the north one, has been totally demolished and replaced with a 
concrete block structure with a flat roof. This, however, follows the volume and 
exterior detailing of the original one and is well integrated in that respect.

A more disturbing alteration on the exterior has been the complete cement 
plastering of all surfaces which gives it a roughness and brutality which it was 
never meant to have. In addition to this, all clerestory and choir openings were 
originally provided with wooden louvers for ventilation and these have been 
replaced with glass pajfces. Inside, the choir balcony^ structure , originally of 
wooden beams and clay tiles has been replaced by a concrete balcony which breaks 
up the original interior coherence with its massiveness and incorrect detailing.

Floor paving throughout the nave has been replaced with red clay tile, while 
the altar area still displays an older, perhaps original tile paving. Most of 
these renovations were undertaken in 1957 when the church was in advanced decay 
and a citizens committee was formed for tis restoration. The relationship between 
the church and the plaza is all important in the Spanish colonial town planning 
as one coned not be conceived without the other. In this case the plaza is located 
to the north of the building instead of the more usual \feest. The ensemble of 
buildings around the plaza has unfortunately lost its architectural coherence, but 
the plaza itself as an open space remains important in spite of alterations in 
planting and paving patterns.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

This church constitutes the historic parrlsh of Loiza, an ethnically distinct 
community, the only one of Its type in Puerto Rico, which Is characterized by a 
rich tradition of Afro-Hispanic folk and crafts activities. Most representative 
of the Hispanic contribution to this synchretlc \culture is this XVIIIth Century ,-  
Church in the center of the town. Urr'ioue in the Island because of Its structure 
and architectural expression, the Church has been called to represent the only 
sample of a fortified religious structure In the Island, probably because it was 
traditionally used as a shelter for hurricanes, floods and other phenomena which 
It resisted through its massiveness.

A chapel to San Patrlcio In this site Is first mentioned by a chronicler In 
1645. Apparentley this chapel, which could have been one of the sacristies, was 
later enlarged into the existing church, whose completion dates of 1729. The 
Church yard, on the front and sides of the building provides the original setting 
and the correct perspectives for this structure and as such form an intricate 
part of its history, The same applis to the plaza to the right of the building, 
which together with the church formed the core of all Spanish colonial towns in 
accordance with the Royal ordinances. The plaza church relationship in Loiza Is 
significant In that the contract between the two occurs through the lateral 
rather than the front
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